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Swift Technology Group Secures Private Investment
~Swift announces multi million pound investment which will see it
launch new products to market~

Swift Technology Group is pleased to announce that it has secured a multi-million pound investment.
The deal, which follows months of planning, has come to fruition from a European private investor
with expertise in the renewable energy and technology sectors.
The investment capital will be used to take the Swift Aircraft and Swift TG Energy product portfolio to
the next level of development. Both companies are in the late stages of designing ground-breaking
new products for the light aircraft and renewables industry – a certified training aircraft and a vertical
axis wind turbine respectively.
The funding will also help to aid continued growth and advancement in other Group companies,
including Swift TG Solutions, Swift TG Maintenance, Europa Aircraft, Aviation and Marine Engineering
and TWF Solutions.
David Stanbridge, Managing Director of the Group enthuses: “this investment sends a strong signal
about our company’s progress and potential. We have worked hard to secure the right investor;
someone who believes that we can achieve market leadership in all of our respective markets. It is
an endorsement of our plans for future growth and our ground breaking technology. The company is
already attracting widespread interest from around the World and this investment will enable us to
take forward ambitious product development plans.”

Swift Technology Group comprises eight companies: Swift Aircraft, Swift TG Maintenance, Europa
Aircraft, Aviation and Marine Engineering, Swift TG Solutions, Swift TG Energy and TWF Solutions.
Technology driven, the company offers end-to-end product development within the aerospace, marine,
renewables and Oil & Gas sectors. With industry leading expertise in design, manufacture, marketing,
maintenance and support, it is able to bring concepts to life and deliver advanced solutions to market.
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